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Abstract

Various machine-learning models may yield high predictive power for massive time series for time series prediction. However,

these models are prone to instability in terms of computational cost because of the high dimensionality of the feature space and

nonoptimized hyperparameter settings. Considering the potential risk that model training with a high-dimensional feature set can

be time-consuming, we evaluate a feature-importance-based feature selection method to derive a tradeoff between predictive

power and computational cost for time series prediction. We used two machine learning techniques for performance evaluation

to generate prediction models from a retail sales dataset. First, we ranked the features using impurity- and Local Interpretable

Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) -based feature importance measures in the prediction models. Then, the recursive feature

elimination method was applied to eliminate unimportant features sequentially. Consequently, we obtained a subset of features

that could lead to reduced model training time while preserving acceptable model performance.

Index Terms: Feature importance, Feature selection, LIME, Time series prediction

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, we have witnessed a data explosion

in terms of scale and variety, and advances in computing

technology have taken such phenomena into account. In this

regard, various prediction models for time series prediction

that yield a high predictive power by learning patterns of

vast and diverse time series have been proposed [1,2].

However, as these data-intensive techniques (e.g., machine

learning and deep learning models) generally require mas-

sive amounts of computation, the challenge of determining a

tradeoff between performance and time cost cannot be

understated. For instance, in several state-of-the-art deep

learning models, as the amount of data and feature space size

increase, the learning process tends to cause nonlinearly

increasing amounts of computation.

Hence, in this study, we experimentally validated a feature

selection method that guarantees acceptable model perfor-

mance based on feature importance and significantly reduces

the training time. To this end, prediction models were cre-

ated using a retail sales dataset [3], and features were ranked

by applying two types of feature importance. Subsequently,

using the recursive feature elimination (RFE) process, the

model accuracy and training time for each feature subset

were measured while sequentially removing features with

lower ranks (i.e., less important features).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II summarizes previous studies on feature selection

methods based on feature importance for time series predic-

tion. Section III describes the retail sales dataset used in the

experiment. Section IV presents the feature selection method

proposed herein. Section V provides the experimental results

regarding the tradeoff between model performance and train-

ing time using feature importance. Finally, the conclusions

and future directions are presented in Section VI.
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II. RELATED WORKS

Sales prediction is one of the most critical issues in build-

ing retail businesses. Specifically, store operations can be

optimized through short-term sales forecasting (e.g., day-

ahead prediction). It is also feasible to forecast future sales

trends by analyzing long-term time series data. As sales pre-

diction is a time-series prediction problem, in several cases,

raw data are given as multivariate rather than univariate.

Therefore, computational approaches, such as machine learn-

ing techniques that can efficiently deal with it, are being

actively applied [4,5].

For the Rossmann store sales dataset [3], a retail sales

dataset provided by Kaggle [6], Kohli et al. [4] performed

sales predictions for each drug store using linear regression

and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) regression models. The mean

absolute percentage error (MAPE) was 22.1 and 31.4%,

respectively. The experimental results suggest that the pre-

dictive power of the linear regression model for nonlinear

problems is insufficient. The k-NN algorithm is based on

feature similarity; however, it also shows limited perfor-

mance because the importance of each feature is not consid-

ered sufficiently.

Weng et al. [5] performed sales prediction on the Ross-

mann dataset by combining long short-term memory (LSTM

[1]), which is a deep learning technique appropriate for non-

linear problems, and a light gradient boosting machine

(LightGBM [7]), which has the capability to avoid overfit-

ting. However, as the feature selection technique based on

feature importance was not applied in this study, the high

computational cost of the LSTM model, which processes

sequences of multiple time steps as inputs, is inevitable.

Therefore, concerning retail sales prediction, this study

focuses on feature selection methods to explore the optimal

solution for the tradeoff between the computational cost and

model predictive power.

Feature selection strategies are broadly classified into

wrapper, filter, and embedded methods [8]. Feature impor-

tance can be used as a criterion for scoring and ranking fea-

tures and is mainly used as the basis for the operation of

filter methods. For some machine learning models, the fea-

ture importance of a model is naturally quantified during the

model training.

In [9,10], the Gini impurity, that indicates the effectiveness

of splitting nodes, was employed as the feature importance

for feature selection. Furthermore, in [10,11], the authors

applied an recursive feature elimination (RFE) method to the

features ranked by feature importance to obtain an optimal

feature subset.

In [12], a hybrid RFE method combining different feature

importance measures for support vector machine, random

forest, and gradient boosting machine models was proposed

to ensure the robustness of feature selection. Furthermore, to

go beyond basic feature importance, the dynamic feature

importance (DFI) index was proposed to readjust the mea-

sured feature importance according to the redundancy between

features [13].

Taken together, a part of the machine learning models

(particularly tree-based) intrinsically provides the measured

feature importance, which can make filter-based feature

selection easier. On the other hand, to obtain feature impor-

tance from deep learning models with difficulty of interpre-

tation, it is necessary to apply other explanation means, such

as explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) methods.

In [14], the authors adopted local-interpretable model

explanations (LIME), an XAI method, to measure feature

importance for identified clusters. Similarly, in [15], three

feature importance criteria (mean decrease accuracy, Shapley

value, and LIME) were compared in terms of the stability of

feature selection.

In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of a feature

selection method that combines impurity- and LIME-based

feature importance measures, considering the computational

cost and model predictive power.

III. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS

This study uses the Rossmann store sales dataset [3] pro-

vided by Kaggle [6]. The dataset contains daily sales data for

1,115 drug stores in Europe. Table 1 represents the descrip-

tion of the dataset.

From the perspective of data quality, it is desirable to han-

dle abnormal data using an appropriate method. We applied

an interquartile range (IQR)-based outlier detection method

to eliminate extreme outliers. The IQR is defined as Q3 −

Q1, which represents the difference between the third quar-

tile (Q3) and the first quartile (Q1). The upper fence (f3) and

lower fence (f1) that distinguish extreme outliers from nor-

mal data are defined as follows:

, (1)

. (2)

After removing the outliers, the remaining data are

rescaled through the min-max normalization to speed up and

stabilize the training of the models.

(3)

where x is the single value for a specific variable, xmax is the

maximum value, and xmin is the minimum value. The nor-

malized value xnorm is calculated according to the above

equation.

The target variable we aim to predict is the daily retail

sales, and the number of customers is an important variable
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required for the sales prediction. Table 2 presents the

descriptive statistics for these two variables.

Both the daily retail sales and the number of customers

have weekly and yearly seasonal components, as shown in

Fig. 2. These variables tended to peak at the end of each

year.

Promo2, which indicates whether a store is participating in

the promotion, is also an important variable to explore the

significant difference from the sales data. As shown in Fig.

3, the group of stores that conduct promotions is more likely

to achieve high sales.

IV. FEATURE SELECTION METHOD

This section describes the primary concepts of the feature

selection method investigated in this study. First, two types

Fig. 1. IQR-based outlier detection.

Table 1. Variables in the Rossmann dataset

Data source Variable Description

Store 

information

Store A unique identifier for each store

Store Type
Differentiates among 4 different store mod-

els: a, b, c, d

Assortment
Describes an assortment level: a = basic, 

b = extra, c = extended

Competition

Distance

Distance in meters to the nearest competitor 

store

Competition

OpenSince

The approximated year and month of the 

time the nearest competitor was opened

Promo2

A continuing and consecutive promotion for 

some stores: 0 = store is not participating, 

1 = store is participating

Promo2 

Since

The year and calendar week when the store 

started participating in Promo2

Promo 

Interval

The consecutive intervals Promo2 is started, 

naming the months the promotion is started 

anew. 

e.g., “Feb,May,Aug,Nov” indicates that each 

round starts in February, May, August, 

November of any given year for that store

Store sales 

data

Store

Day Of Week The day of the week

Data A date formatted as YYYY-MM-DD

Sales
The turnover for any given day 

(target variable)

Customers The number of customers on a given day

Open
An indicator for whether the store was open: 

0 = closed, 1 = open

Promo
Indicates whether a store is running a 

promotion on that day

State 

Holiday

Indicates a state holiday: a = public holiday, 

b = Easter holiday, c = Christmas, 0 = none

School 

Holiday

Indicates a school holiday: 1 = school 

holiday, 0 = none

Fig. 2. Time series of two target variables. (a) Retail sales (b) Number of

customers.

Fig. 3. Distributions by Promo2.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the sales and number of customers

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Sales 6955.51 3104.21 0 41551

Customers 762.73 401.23 0 7388
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of feature importance are briefly introduced: impurity-based

and LIME-based feature importance. Subsequently, an RFE

method with a threshold is described as the feature selection

method.

A. Measuring Feature Importance

1) Impurity-based Method

For tree-structured models, impurity is an indicator used to

evaluate the quality of splits on the nodes. In the case of ran-

dom forest, the impurity-based feature importance is mea-

sured according to the following: Given an element s of a set

of nodes S in a tree t, i(s) and w(s) represent the impurity

and fraction of a number of samples of s, respectively. For

regression tasks, the impurity of a node was measured using

a loss function. In this study, we applied the mean squared

error (MSE) as the metric for i(s).

, (4)

where n is the number of samples, yi is the ith observation,

and  is the predicted value of yi.

Assuming that t is binary, s has two children: sl and sr. The

impurity reduction at s, denoted by ∆i(s), measures the

impurity differences between s and its children, sl and sr.

Therefore, a split at s is considered effective if the impurity

reduction occurs to a significant extent.

(5)

Given a particular feature θ, Sθ is defined as a subset of

nodes that split the data on θ. Accordingly, the feature

importance of θ for an individual tree t, denoted by I(θ ), is

measured using the following equation. Further, the final

feature importance for a random forest is calculated by aver-

aging the I(θ ) values of the individual trees.

(6)

2) Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations

LIME [16] is an XAI technique used to understand and

explain a complicated model for the instance level using sur-

rogate models. As LIME focuses on local explanations, an

explanation model that approximates the original model lin-

early is created, centered on a specific instance that needs to

be explained. Explanations provided by an explanation model

are referred to as interpretable visual representations, which

vary depending on the type of data (text, image, and tabular

data). Therefore, LIME users, including nonexperts, can eas-

ily understand the resultant explanations regardless of the

actual features used by the model. LIME attempts to derive

an explanation model that replicates the behaviors of the

original model locally while having low model complexity.

, (7)

where f is the original model and g is an explanation model

as an element of a set of interpretable models G. x is an

instance that needs to be explained. πx measures the proxim-

ity between a perturbed instance z and x.

The term L(f, g, πx) represents a locality-aware loss. It

accumulates squared errors between the output of f for z,

which is used as a label, and the output of g for z', which is a

perturbed instance of reduced dimensionality. This term

evaluates the local fidelity of g with respect to f.

(8)

Ω(g) represents the model complexity and is measured in

different ways depending on the type of g. For example, if g

is a tree-structured model (e.g., decision tree), Ω(g) rep-

resents the depth of the tree, whereas for a linear model, it

corresponds to the number of nonzero coefficients of the

model.

As our objective model is a prediction model for retail

sales, the feature importance measured by LIME is a regres-

sion coefficient in a ridge regression model, which is a

default explanation model for regression tasks.

B. Recursive Feature Elimination

RFE is the simplest form of the backward feature selection

method. This method iteratively removes features ranked by

importance one at a time. Let ρ(θ t) be a ranking of θ by t,

where t  T is the type of feature importance. Then, the

ranking score of features and the marginal sum of the rank-

ing by the feature importance of individual features are

obtained.

(9)

As our method aims to determine a tradeoff between the

predictive power and computational cost, we introduce the

falling threshold β, limiting the lower prediction accuracy

bound in the RFE method. For example, assuming that the

predictive power of the baseline model φ(F) using the com-

plete set of features  is 10 of mean absolute error

(MAE), if β is 0.05 (= 5%), the lower predictive power

bound is calculated as 10.5 according to the following equa-

tion:

. (10)

For each iteration, RFE selects the least important feature

θ r from the current feature set Fs. In other words, the model

was trained on the feature set, except for the feature with the

maximum of S(θ ). If the predictive power was better than or

equal to beta, the feature was removed.

(11)
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the feature selection method, we conducted an

experiment involving ranking the features by measuring their

importance and analyzing performance for each feature sub-

set arranged by the RFE method with β. The specifications

of the equipment and software libraries used in the experi-

ments are listed in Table 3.

A. Prediction Models

Various methods and models can be considered for retail

sales prediction. As the feature selection method in this

study combines impurity- and LIME-based feature impor-

tance, we use two machine learning models to which both of

these feature importance methods are applicable: random

forest regression (RFR) and light gradient boosting machine

(LightGBM).

1) Random Forest Regressor

Random forest [17] is an ensemble machine learning

model based on the bagging technique and has been widely

used for classification and regression tasks. In this experi-

ment, RFR was used, and its hyperparameters were config-

ured as shown in Table 4.

2) Light Gradient Boosting Machine

LightGBM [7] is a computationally efficient gradient

boosting algorithm that prevents overfitting. The hyperpa-

rameters of LightGBM were set as listed in Table 5.

B. Ranking the Features

The feature rankings for the two models were derived

based on measurements of feature importance. Table 6 and 7

present the partial results (top-5 features). In the case of

RFR, Promo was evaluated as the most important feature. In

addition, DayOfWeek_1 (i.e., Monday) and Month_12 (i.e.,

December), the derived features for modeling weekly and

annual cycles, were evaluated as high-ranking features.

Table 3. Experimental settings

Attribute Description

GPU NVIDIA GeForce 2080 RTX Super (8GB)

CPU Intel Core i9-9900

RAM 32GB

OS Windows 10 Pro 64bit

Python

Libraries

numpy (numerical operations)

pandas (data I/O and manipulation)

scikit-learn (feature engineering, model)

lightgbm (model)

bayesian-optimization (hyperparameter optimization)

lime (feature importance)

matplotlib (visualization)

Table 4. Hyperparameter settings for RFR

Hyperparameter
Default 

value

Search

range
Description

n_estimators 100 [50, 1000]Number of trees

max_depth 50 [30, 70] Maximum tree depth

min_samples_split 2 [2, 100]
Minimum number of samples 

required to split 

max_samples 1.0 [0.1, 1.0]
Fraction of the original dataset 

is given to any individual tree

Table 5. Hyperparameter settings for LightGBM

Hyperparameter
Default 

value

Search 

range
Description

n_estimators 200 [50, 1000] Number of trees

max_depth 50 [30, 70] Maximum tree depth

num_leaves 100 [2, 512] Maximum tree leaves

subsample 1.0 [0.1, 1.0]
Subsample ratio of 

the training instance

Table 6. Partial results of measuring feature importance and overall
rankings for RFR

Feature
Importance 

(impurity) 

Importance 

(lime)
Ranking

Promo 0.1367 (2) 829.5015 (1) 1

DayOfWeek_1 0.0335 (5) 225.5958 (2) 2

Month_12 0.0223 (7) 109.6942 (4) 3

CompetitionOpenElapsedDays 0.1306 (3) 59.6449 (9) 4

Promo2ElapsedDays 0.0416 (4) 47.9985 (11) 5
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However, the distance from the competing drug store (i.e.,

CompetitionDistance) is considered the most important fea-

ture of the LightGBM model.

Note that the ranking results of the two separately applied

feature importance methods differ significantly, which sup-

ports the idea that the hybrid approach aggregating multiple

feature importance is appropriate as a feature selection

method.

C. Performance Analysis

In the performance analysis experiment, the lowest-rank-

ing features were removed individually using the RFE

method. For each iteration, the weighted mean absolute per-

centage error (WMAPE) value and training time were mea-

sured to derive a tradeoff according to the falling threshold

β. Therefore, the β values that determine the tradeoff were

divided into 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 and applied to each experi-

ment.

The performance analysis involves the basic performance

measurements of models and additional performance mea-

surements with Bayesian optimization (BO), which is widely

used in model optimization. The search ranges of the hyper-

parameters in BO are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

To evaluate the accuracy of the prediction models, the

WMAPE was used as a scale-independent metric.

, (12)

where n is the number of instances, and yi and  are the

observation and prediction in the ith instance, respectively.

Fig. 4 shows the performance measured by the RFR and

the tradeoffs for each β value (5, 10, and 20%). In RFR, the

training time was dramatically reduced as the number of fea-

tures decreased. In contrast, when the number of features

was less than 11, the WMAPE increased steeply because fea-

tures of high predictive power were eliminated.

On the other hand, LightGBM trains the model hundreds

of times faster than RFR because it performs pruning, which

significantly reduces the amount of computation. However,

in general, higher WMAPE values than those of RFR are

obtained. A small feature subset leads to a reduction in train-

ing time. However, the effect on the overall performance is

trivial.

As both models are based on the ensemble approach, they

naturally exhibit randomness and are sensitive to hyperpa-

rameter settings, resulting in a potentially volatile perfor-

mance. In the experiment, we attempted to achieve a stable

performance by applying BO to each basic model, and the

results are shown in Fig. 5.

For both models, the results suggest that the degree of

reduction in training time by feature elimination is inconsis-

tent. In LightGBM, similar to Fig. 4, model training is com-

pleted much faster than in RFR. Therefore, the reduction in

training time on a smaller feature subset is negligible. In the

case of RFR, although significant training time is required

owing to BO, the training time is considerably reduced while

RFE is performed until near the beta value, whereas the pre-

dictive power of the model remains at an acceptable level.

The results of the overall performance analysis are pre-

sented in Table 8. In summary, the high computational cost

of the RFR can be significantly reduced by RFE with an

WMAPE
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Fig. 4. Performance results obtained using RFE.

Table 7. Partial results of measuring feature importance and overall
rankings for LightGBM

Feature
Importance 

(impurity) 

Importance 

(lime)
Ranking

CompetitionDistance 43182 (1) 709.5813 (3) 1

Promo 13054 (4) 886.1849 (1) 2

DayOfWeek_1 5119 (7) 748.4422 (2) 3

CompetitionOpenElapsedDays 33031 (2) 98.6852 (12) 4

Month_12 4025 (11) 463.3038 (5) 5
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appropriate beta. In particular, our feature selection method

leads to a considerable reduction in training time in cases

involving BO. This advantage allows us to derive tradeoffs

that ensure reduced computational cost and acceptable model

predictive power. In the case of LightGBM, as it is a compu-

tationally efficient algorithm, the validity of the tradeoffs

discovered by the RFE is evaluated to be relatively less

important.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Data-intensive techniques, such as machine learning and

deep learning models, which generally require massive

amounts of computations, have been widely applied for time

series prediction problems. In this regard, to find an appro-

priate tradeoff between computational cost and model pre-

dictive power, the effectiveness of the feature selection

method using impurity- and XAI-based feature importance

was evaluated in this study. The performance analysis was

benchmarked against two machine learning models: RFR

and LightGBM. In the case of RFR, which has a relatively

high computational cost, it was confirmed that the feature-

importance-based feature selection method affects the overall

model performance more positively.

In the future, we plan to study an effective feature selec-

tion method that considers deep learning models with poor

interpretability and high computational cost.
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